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SYBARITIC 
ADORATION

Bringing together a medley of colours, textures and designs require skill and 
experience. Interior designers with an eye for such beauty are indeed gems of 
the industry. It is clear that Meru Tropika has found the perfect designers to 

help its family bask in Modern Luxury on a daily basis.

M
eru Tropika is a single storey terrace with a charm of its on where it combines the 
best of both Modern and Luxury styles. Using beige tiles throughout this home, it 
serves as a neutral base to bring all the other colours together in perfect harmony. 

The open space living, dining and kitchen use dual-tones of rounded stucco in beige, black 
and white paint. Other similar complementary features are used throughout this space. Taking 
into account its narrow layout, the modern wooden console floats elegantly to complement 
the heavy leather and metal sofa. On the plain white walls, a paired feature piece in black 
painted metal and wood reflects the stucco designs. 

Sharing the same features, the dining space uses modern cloud digital prints flanked by 
bronze mirrored features. The dining table and island use laminated marble on painted black 
stands. Softening these edges are the dining chairs and modern ball lamps. This area is 
further enhanced by its black-painted built-in cabinets with bronze knob finishes. White tiles 
through the countertop is complimented by beige wood lower cabinets and herringbone-like 
backsplash from mini white tiling. 

To ensure that the master bedroom doesn’t deviate from the general palette, it uses black-
painted wood panels and black cushions on stucco walls. Modern wine glass side tables 
with accents of bronze lights up this monochromic room. Moving into its walk-in wardrobe, 
luxurious black glass, hidden lighting and large floor-to-ceiling mirror fill the area, giving it an 
illusion of a larger space. 

Unusual yet functional, the second bedroom splits the space in two with a built-in half-level 
of polished, white painted and compressed wood. The textured grey wallpaper runs up to 
the very top of one wall while a single bed tucks cosily under the stairs. To ensure that this 
room doesn’t deviate from the theme, its white wardrobe features the same stucco details 
as the common space.

As a perfect blend of all Meru Tropika’s features, the bathroom uses numerous designs to 
represent them. Decked with Calcutta Black Marble against beige tiles, the rectangular edges 

are softened by a white water closet, simple sink and a luxuriously modern round mirror. 

THIS PROJECT

NAME OF DESIGNER | DESIGNER TEAM
DESIGNATION | INTERIOR DESIGNERS 
PROJECT TYPE | SINGLE STOREY TERRACE
PROJECT CATEGORY | SHOWHOUSE
PROJECT LOCATION | IPOH
SITE AREA  | 1,400 SQ FT
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